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Abstract
The attempt to infuse the concept of Camatka̅ra or Charmingness into poetry and to
formulate its comprehensive definition on the basis of charmingness is noticed more clearly
in Panditara̅ja Jajganna̅tha’s Rasaganga̅dhara. Jaganna̅tha defines poetry as an
expression that prsents a charming idea and gives beautiful analysis of the idea of
charmingness. In his eagerness to formulate an accurate definition of Ka̅vya in the style of a
Naiya̅yika, Jaganna̅tha, first of all defines poetry as a linguistic composition which brings
such an idea into expression, as produce disintersted bliss, when contemplated. The present
essay embodies the concept of charmingness into poetry in the field of Sanskrit poetics as
presented by Panditara̅ja Jaganna̅tha in his Rasaganga̅dhara.
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Introduction: Most of the successors to A̅nandavardhana in the field of Sanskrit poetics
accept without raising any question to the Doctrine of Dhvani adumbrated by him and
enunciate almost the same principles for adjudicating the beauty and excellence of literary
creation. Only a few among the successors could demonstrate their fondness for novelty and
fresh sparks of thought and of these talents Panditara̅ja Jagana̅tha, the author of
Rasaganga̅dhara is surely one. This great work on literary criticism occupies a unique
position in the field of Sanskrit poetics for a number of reasons, which include the peculiar
technique of formulation and presentation. By application of technique familiar to Navya
Nya̅ya, Jaganna̅tha has been extremely precise in formulation of theories and enunciation of
definition.
The last titan in the field ofIndian Poetics is Panditaraja Jagannatha and his
Rasagangadhar is the last remarkable work on Poetics. Though, mainly a follower of the
Dhvani school of Indian poetics, Jaganna̅tha shows sufficient courage to expound new
doctrine as also to leave the beaten track carved by the ancients. Panditara̅ja with perfect
mastery over classical sanskrit language deals with various topics of sanskrit poetics and
shows his acuteness of judgement and argument in criticising the view points of his learned
predecessors. He defines poetry as an expression that presents a charming idea and gives a
beautiful analysis of charmingness or Raman̩i̅yata1. Charmingness, he says, belongs to an
idea which forms the content of usch a knowledge that generates supramundane pleasure.
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Thus Jaganna̅tha gives an analysis of charmingness and thereby connects the concept of
camatka̅ra with that of Rasa in the domain of literary activity.
Methodology: Some depictions of the journey of the poetic concept of charmingness
presented by Jaganna̅tha have been analysed. Some general ideas related to the subject
recorded in Sanskrit texts are examined to come to the conclusion. For supporting the views
sanskrit works in original are used for this analytical study.
I
Depictions: In the whole realm of Indian literary criticism Jaganna̅tha occupies a pre
eminent place, because it is he, who for the first time applies the technique of Indian logic
to expound the principles of literary evaluation. Jaganna̅tha’s marshalling of data and
astounding polemics make him the front ranking among the theoreticians belonging to the
new post dhvani period. The importance attached to beauty in a specimen of poetic art
prompts Jaganna̅tha to enunciate the definition of poetry in a novel manner after
demolishing the definitions of his learned predecessors. A comparative estimate of the
definitions as proposed by Mammata and that are as suggested by his learned predecessors
reveal thoroughly this profound genius of this best critic among literary stalwarts, who is
clever enough in formulating a simple but at the same time a comprehensive definition
comprehending in its orbit, the familiar concept of the old theoreticians.
In his Rasaganga̅dhara Jaganna̅tha formulates the definition of poetry on the basis of
charmingness of Camatka̅ra. Jaganna̅tha defines poetry as an expression competent to bring
a charming content into light and in his eagerness to unravel the mistery of poetic
expression proceeds to give an analysis of charmingness. “Raman̩i̅ya̅rtha pratipa̅dakah̩
sʹabdah̩ Ka̅vyam̩” (RG.1) This charm of the content necessarily implies charm of the
expression, since an expression remains inseparably associated with its content which in its
turn is equally associated through an inseparable relation to the word-element. The word
and the meaning reside in the mind of the comprehended as inseparably associated with
each other. This inseparable relation is explained by the Grammarians in the science of
language. The Science of language considers the existence of an eternal word which is
revealed by the momentary sound pronounced by our speech organs. The meaning does not
reside in the external world but is primarily intellectual in character. Since both the word
and the meaning are intellectual in construction and conceptual in character, so there is an
inseparable relation between the word and the meaning. For this consideration Jaganna̅tha
makes mention of the expressive element alone in the definition of poetry. so, the mention
of expression refers to the point that it is the element of expression which is of paramount
importance in poetry.2
II
Charmingness or beauty, Jaganna̅tha says, consists in the state of constituting the content
of such a knowledge that produces disinterested bliss. The state clearly, a charming thing
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constitutes the content of a contemplation, productive of disinterested bliss. The
disinterested joy is caused by constant contemplation of the mind on the content introduced
and it is the capacity to generate impersonal joy that distinguishing the poetic expression
from the ordinary linguistic one. Thus Jaganna̅tha connects marvelously the concept of
beauty with the concept of the state of beatitude that goes by the name of Rasa and this
peculiar analysis of charmingness is capable of being regarded as one of the greatest
contributions of Jaganna̅tha to the field of Indian aesthetics. Jaganna̅tha is perhaps unique in
coming out with an expressed statement that beauty or charm is not intrinsic to the
beautiful: it rather belongs to the mind which contemplates, and it is because of this that the
beautiful necessarily leads to supramundane delight.
In explaining the definition of poetry, Jaganna̅tha discusses in detail the concept of
‘Raman̩i̅yata̅’ or charmingness, and in this descussion he links charmingness with
supramundane elight, stating clearly the position of the charming content or the striking
element in poetry necessarily leads to disinterested bliss or supramundane delight, as a
result of which, when it is experienced, the connoisseur becomes able to free himself from
limitation imposed by his truncated ego.3 The process of poetic experience according to
Jaganna̅tha is a process of movment of the man from bondage of truncated ego to the
illuminated arena of the univershal or impersonal ego. And this universal or unlimited ego
is nothing other than the absolute or the Brahman̩ in the terminology of Veda̅nta system of
philosophy and the all-pervasive consciousness in the terminology of the Sʹaiva system.4 It
is this identification of the small man with the universal self that leads to disinterested bliss
or the Rasasva̅da, as Indian literary theory puts it.
This explanation of the concept of charmingness and effecting its linkage with the whole
process of attainment of aesthetic realization is one of the most significant contributions
made by Jaganna̅tha to the field of Indian aesthetics. Literary critics who flourished before
Jaganna̅tha had demonstrated their hesitation to enter into the vexed question of determining
the principle of adjudication of beauty. While some indicated their acceptance of the theory
that, beauty is a quality totally external and belonging primarily to the beautiful, others gave
expression to their agreement with the view that, beauty could be purely subjective having
its origin in the experience of the appreciative enjoyer. In this controversy between the
subjective versus the objective, while most of the literary critics have indicated their
hesitancy and taken a double stand, Jaganna̅tha takes a passive view and declares that
charmingness is primarily dependent on enjoyment of supramundane delight and that an
element, that does not have any linkage with unmixed blessing resulting from identification
of the small self with the grand universal is incapable of being regarded as beautiful.
III
With astounding polemics Jaganna̅tha thus refuses the view points of his learned
predecessors Mammata and Visʹvana̅tha and enunciates a new definition connecting the
concept of beauty with the concept of beatitude. The poetry, as envisaged in Jaganna̅tha’s
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scheme is comprised of language that brings a charming idea into expression. And this
charming idea is in a position to cause disinterested bliss, that constitutes the be all and end
all of poetic art. In the matter of generation of disinterested bliss, the expression and the
content, the literary excellence and poetic fig me, the meter and the diction - all have their
roles to play, since all these elements combine to cause a state of beatitude in which the self
is blissfully savored by the self itself. Jagannatha’s short definitions thus comprehends
within its orbit the concepts admitted in the speculations of early theoreticians and a cold
blooded type of logician Jaganna̅tha alone is in a position to incorporate all the elements in
the small campus of a short definition Jaganna̅tha’s small definition thus is surcharged with
profound truth, and it is a definite improvement on the definitions enunciated by early
theoreticians
The concept of Rasa has been incorporated in his conception of poetry. The realization
of Rasa is nothing but the realization of the ego, or the bliss portion of one’s own self which
universal in nature. At the time of realization of Rasa, the Vibha̅vas etc reflected in the
composition appear in their generalized form, make the reader forget for the time being his
sense of narrow individuality and enjoys aesthetic pleasure.
The concept of Dhvani has been recognized and incorporated in the definition of poetry
adumbrated by Jaganna̅tha. The suggested content, whatever be its nature, either Vastu or
Alamṁka̅ra or Rasa, always leads to literary relish. The division of poetry on the basis of
charmingness of the implicit indicates the influence exerted by the Dhvani theory on
Jaganna̅tha who has comprehended the idea of Dhvani in his scheme of poetry. Jaganna̅tha
has dealt with different aspects of Rasa dhvani, which is most charming. the concept of
Gun̩a and alaṁka̅ra also incorporated in Jaganna̅tha’s concept of Raman̩i̅yata̅. Gunas and
alaṁka̅ras keep the mind of the appreciator concentrated on the Vibha̅vas etc presented in
the piece of composition, make them appear in their generalized form and lead him to enjoy
the aesthetic pleasure. The role of Gun̩as and Alaṁka̅ras in making an idea charming is thus
recognised by Jaganna̅tha. Thus, the concept of Ramani̅yata̅, reveals that it is a unique
concept and in its comprehensiveness, it includes all elements of poetry, viz, rasa, dhavani,
gun̩a, alaṁka̅ra etc. Which lead to the same destination of enjoying literary delight and it is
impersonal, disinterested and supramundane in nature, and Rasa being described as most
charming (paramaraman̩i̅yata̅), it offers the most palatable dish in the banquet of
charmingness.
Jaganna̅tha, therefore, defines poetry as an expression competent to bring a charming
idea into light and gives an analysis of the concept of charmingness in the manner noted
herein before, he puts forward a profound doctrine which recognizes the expanding
character of poetry and realizes Rasa as the state of unique confrontation between the
generalized subject and universalized object. The short definition of poetry as proposed by
Jaganna̅tha, therefore, is surcharged with profound truth that is of great magnitude. To
formulate an accurate definition of Ka̅vya in the style of Naiya̅yika, Jaganna̅tha puts
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forward three definitions of poetry in such a manner that the fallacies of too wide and too
narrow definitions are avoided scrupulously.
First of all the defines poetry as a string of expressions competent to bring into light a
content that constitutes the object of a contemplation leading disinterested pleasure.
Jaganna̅tha equates poetry with expression itself, but to point out the difference of poetic
expression from the ordinary expression, he describes it as presenting a content leading to
disinterested bliss. Jaganna̅tha emphasies the role of contemplation which he refers to as
Bha̅vana in the process of attainment of surpriseful delight and maintains that the import of
a real poetry when contemplated, leads to surpriseful delight. 5
This definition is not perfect, because it leaves room for application of the designation
poetry to ordinary expressions also. So it is exposed to the fallacy of too-wide definition.
The definition of poetry is likely to bested the status of poetry on the ordinary expression as
well, the idea delivered by which conjointly constitutes the content of a simple
contemplation along with the idea delivered by the poetic expression. These considerations
prompt Jaganna̅tha to give a second definition of Ka̅vya in which the expression presenting
the charming idea is specifically indicated. Poetry, thus, is defined as that linguistic
composition, the idea presented by which, when contemplated leads to surpriseful delight.
The second definition is more specific and pointed and it is the improvement on the first
definition. But this definition does not satisfy Jaganna̅tha, because there is a scope of
involvement of quantitative complexity. For this reason, Jaganna̅tha proceeds to give a
shortest definition of poetry from the standpoint of logic. Jaganna̅tha says that the poetry is
comprised of a word which is endowed with the attribute of unworldliness or
disinterestedness. This shortest definition of poetry, therefore, is that poetries which is
represented by the attribute residing in all things characterized by the universal element of
sorrowfulness that synthesizes all surpriseful delights. This third definition differs from the
first two, because in the latter, the relation existing between the linguistic composition and
the surpriseful delight is clearly expressed in words, while in the former, this relation is
established through natural power belonging to words. By identifying poetry with
surpriseful delight itself in the last definition of poetry, Jaganna̅tha recognises virtually the
importance of the marvelous which is so essential to the attachment of poetic experience. So
Jaganna̅tha thinks that, the poetry endowed with the attribute of surpriseful delight is the
most accurate, short and simple and its scope is extremely wide. Jaganna̅tha is perhaps
unique in coming out with an expressed statement that beauty or charm is not intrinsic to the
beautiful it rather belongs to the mind which contemplates and so the beautiful necessarily
leads to supramundane delight and this supramundane delight or camatkara is intimately
related to Rasa which is nothing but the liquidation of the mental state.
So it can be concluded that Jaganna̅tha’s concept of charmingness or Raman̩i̅yata̅ reveals
that it is a vast concept of Sanskrit poetics by which the connoisseur will be able to enjoy
the literary delight or poetic charm. Delight or aesthetic pleasure is the ultimate destination
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of a poet and a reader too. So the learned scholars and connoisseurs are tried to establish the
superiority of camatkara in any literary work.

Footnotes:
1) Raman̩i̅ya̅rtha pratipa̅dakah̩ sʹabdah̩ ka̅vyam̩.
2) Api ca ka̅vyapadapravr̩ttinimittam̩ sʹabda̅rthayorvya̅saktam, pratyekaparya̅ptam̩ va̅?
Na̅dyah̩, Eko na dva̅viti vya̅vaha̅rasyeva ‘sʹlokava̅kyam̩ na ka̅vyamiti’
vya̅vaha̅rasya̅patteh̩. Na dviti̅yah̩. Ekasmin padye ka̅vyadvayavya̅vaha̅ra̅patteh̩.
Tasma̅d Vedasʹa̅strapura̅n̩a laks̩an̩asyeva ka̅vyalaks̩an̩asya̅pi sʹabdanis̩t̩hataivocita̅.
(R.G 1. P- 4-5)
3) Raman̩i̅yata̅ ca lokottara̅hla̅da janaka jña̅nagocarata̅. Lokottaratvam̩ ca
a̅hla̅dagatasʹcamtka̅ratva̅paraparya̅yo’nubhavasa̅ks̩ikoja̅tivisʹes̩ah̩. (R.G. 1/ P- 3)
4) Vastutastu vaks̩yama̅n̩asʹrutisva̅rasyen̩a ratya̅dyavacchinna̅ bhagna̅varan̩a̅ cideva
rasah̩. Sarvathaiva ca̅sya visʹis̩t̩a̅tmano visʹes̩anam visʹes̩yam̩ va̅ cidamsʹama̅daya
nityatvam̩
svapraka̅sʹatvam̩
ca
siddham̩.
Ratya̅dyamsʹama̅da̅ya
svanityatvamitarabha̅syatvam̩ ca. Carvan̩a̅ ca̅sya cidgata̅vara̩nabhaṅga eva pra̅gukta̅,
tada̅ka̅ra̅ntah̩karan̩avr̩ttirva̅.
Iyam̩
ca
parabrahma̅sva̅da̅tsama̅dhervilaks̩an̩a̅,
vibha̅va̅divis̩ayasamvalitacida̅nandalamvanatva̅t. (R.G I/ P - 26-27)
5) Yatpratipa̅dita̅rthavis̩ayakabha̅vana̅tvam camatka̅rajanakata̅vacchedakam.
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